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ABSTRACT Aerial-terrestrial cloud networks (ATCNs), global integration of air and ground communication
systems, pave a way for a large set of applications such as surveillance, on-demand transmissions, data-
acquisition, and navigation. However, such networks suffer from crucial challenges of secure and reliable
resource allocation and content-caching as the involved entities are highly dynamic and there is no fine-
tuned strategy to accommodate their connectivity. To resolve this quandary, cog-chain, a novel paradigm for
secure and reliable resource allocation and content-caching in ATCNs, is presented. Various requirements,
key concepts, and issues with ATCNs are also presented along with basic concepts to establish a cog-
chain in ATCNs. Feed and fetch modes are utilized depending on the involved entities and caching servers.
In addition, a cog-chain communication protocol is presented which avails to evaluate the formation of a
virtual cog-chain between the nodes and the content-caching servers. The efficacy of the proposed solution is
demonstrated through consequential gains observed for signaling overheads, computational time, reliability,
and resource allocation growth. The proposed approach operates with the signaling overheads ranging
between 30.36 and 303.6 bytes*hops/sec and the formation time between 186 and 195 ms. Furthermore,
the overall time consumption is 83.33% lower than the sequential-verification model and the resource
allocation growth is 27.17% better than the sequential-verification model.
INDEX TERMS Security, reliability, content caching, ATCNs, STINs, cog-chain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Aerial-Terrestrial Cloud Networks (ATCNs) include a system
formed by the integration of aerial and terrestrial entities.
ATCNs are the sub-type of Space and Terrestrial Integrated
Networks (STINs) [1], which use multiple backbone for-
mations in the sky as well as on the ground for enhancing
the reachability of services to its users. ATCNs depend on
the mutual collaboration between the aerial nodes [2]–[4],
such as satellites or drones, and the terrestrial nodes, such
as Ground Control Stations (GCSs), Base Stations (BSs),
Ground Vehicles (GVs) or User Equipment (UE), for the
transmission of services. ATCNs are capable of disintegrat-
ing themselves with sufficiently high-capacity of forming
personalized or private sub-cloud infrastructures [5], [6].
In addition, ATCNs operate as a primary mode of
content-sharing for public-safety communications. ATCNs
help to assemble network intelligence, computational power,
decisive capabilities, and resource-sharing as common
parameters for collaboration between aerial and ground
networks.
Moreover, ATCNs can use entities like satellites, airplanes
(fixed wing, rotor-wing), drones, High Altitude Platform Sys-
tems (HAPS), GCS, GVs, User Equipment (UE), MicroCell
(MC), and Macro Base Cell (MBS), as shown in Fig. 1. All
these entities are capable of independent as well as dependent
communications and require effective solutions for resource
sharing/allocation, load-balancing and caching while sup-
porting the reliable end to end transmissions.
In order to satisfy the operational-requirements of ATCNs,
Cog-Chain, a novel paradigm for secure and reliable resource
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FIGURE 1. An exemplary illustration of ATCNs’ architecture, components and dependencies.
allocation and content-caching is presented in this article.
To realize such a formation the proposed architecture uses
HAPS as Aerial Content-Caching Centers (A3C), and drones
as Aerial Gateway (AG) for connecting terrestrial entities
with other nodes. The aeronautical ad hoc formation is an
intermediate layer between the drone-assisted networks and
the satellite backbone networks. The Access Points (APs)
operate similar to Road Side Units (RSU) for infrastructure-
based vehicular networks, while some vehicles also possess
the ability for infrastructure-less communications through the
vehicle to vehicle mode. Private Cloud Gateway (PCG) helps
to connect the private cloud systems to the regular network.
In the given setup, APs or MC nodes can also serve the
purpose of PCG for extending services between the core and
the private networks.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
With a large number of nodes operating at the same instance
in the aerial and the ground periphery, it is tedious to man-
age resources between them. This further demands efficient
connectivity between the devices. There are solutions, which
focus on resource allocation as well as caching in networks
operating with UAVs [7]–[15]. However, coordinated net-
works, like ATCNs, suffer from another aspect of reliability
and security that is missing in the existing solutions. More-
over, there is no common model that can support multi-factor
security at the same instance that too with lesser overheads.
Additionally, the available research works revolve around
the formation of an optimization problem for improving
connectivity to allow reliable resource allocation and caching.
These solutions fail to accommodate the security and
reliability of resource allocation and caching as an in-built
mechanism. Such solutions need an external approach han-
dling the extra operations, which may increase the cost of
operations as well as overheads.
The major contributions of this work are as follows:
• At first, the article clarifies the requirement of a common
solution for secure and reliable resource allocation and
caching in ATCNs.
• Next, the article discusses the operational aspects and
how existing literature is insufficient in handling the
issues related to resource allocation in ATCNs.
• Then, a novel paradigm, ‘‘Cog-Chain’’ which sup-
ports multi-hierarchy security, resource allocation and
caching in ATCNs, is discussed in detail.
• A Cog-Chain Communication Protocol (CCCP) is pro-
posed, which the flow of actual virtual cog-chains and
manages its operations.
• Finally, numerical evaluations and performance case
study are presented to understand the implications as
well as the advantages of using cog-chain in distributed
networks like ATCNs.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section III
provides the discussion on related works. Section IV dis-
cusses the architectural challenges of ATCNs. Section V
discusses the service aspects of ATCNs. The proposed work
is provided in Section VI and Section VII. Performance eval-
uation is given in Section VIII. Section IX discusses related
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TABLE 1. A comparison of existing solutions for resource allocation and caching in UAVs. (C1: Reliability, C2: Resource Allocation, C3: Secure Resource
Allocation, C4: Multi-tier Security, C5: In-build Security, C6: Caching, C7: Secure Caching).
technologies and open issues. Finally, Section X concludes
the article.
III. RELATED WORKS
The resource allocation problem in the UAV networks has
been explored in the form of various optimization problems
by many researchers. Adequate resource allocation facili-
tates maximum throughput and efficient power consumption.
The existing literature has studied a number of subproblems
related to resource allocation and caching in the UAV com-
munication networks.
Sun et al. [7] focused on the joint optimization in sub-
carrier and power allocation for solar powered multicarrier
UAV communication systems [7]. The authors proposed
a successive convex approximation-based algorithm for
resource allocation, which is based on the mixed-integer non-
convex optimization. Chen et al. [8] emphasized on the Joint
caching and resource allocation for UAVs and proposed a
machine learning framework in the form of a Liquid State
Machine (LSM) to predict the users’ content request distri-
bution when the limited information is available. The authors
considered the problem associated with the user association
and content replacement for resource allocations. Xu et al. [9]
focused on the resource allocation problems for UAVs based
on a non-convex optimization problem for total transmit
power of a downlink.
Li and Han [10] focused on resources allocation mech-
anism in the multi-layer UAVs. The authors considered
the packet delay problem and proposed a Voronoi based
PV system. The authors modeled various properties to
achieve a mean packet arrival rate in any UAV. The for-
mulated optimization problem was solved with the Gradient
descent method with the Bisection method.
Wang et al. [11] focused on the energy harvesting-
based communications and formulated a problem of mixed
integer nonlinear programming and gave a resource allo-
cation algorithm to maximize the average throughput.
Baek et al. [12] emphasized on the optimal resource allo-
cation for non-orthogonal transmission. The authors focused
on the maximum throughput of the user equipment and pre-
sented a resource allocation algorithmwhich helps to enhance
the operation range of UAVs. Node placement and resource
allocation problem were further discussed by Fan et al. [13].
Furthermore, a dynamic resource allocation for the social
Internet of vehicles was explored by Zhang et al. [14].
The authors presented the optimization framework based
on the joint allocation of transmitting power of the
vehicle.
From the comparison presented in Table 1, it can be
evidently stated that the existing research does not reveal
any security paradigms in the resource allocation for UAVs.
Moreover, various security domains for caching and resource
allocation in the UAVs communication networks need a con-
siderable research and advancement.
IV. ARCHITECTURAL CHALLENGES OF ATCNS
The inclusion of different types of entities makes the network
ultra-dense while raising the requirements of low-complex
and highly-reliable connectivity leading to secure trans-
missions between the end users. Considering such aspects,
the architectural challenges associated with ATCNs are listed
below:
A. COMMON INTEGRATION PLATFORMS (CIPS)
ATCNs rely on the efficient unification of all the layers
resulting in a common cloud infrastructure which makes an
entity believe as if it was operating on the same network.
Such unification is dependent on the seamless integration of
platforms and services, which results in the formation of a
highly efficient integrated network. With the involvement of
dynamic nodes, it becomes easier to facilitate the network
with all-time connectivity, but this raises a need for efficient
interfacing between the entities. Such an interfacing is achiev-
able through Common Integration Platforms (CIPs), which
enable to merge two or more networks without classifying
them on the basis of their property or services, rather use only
content-type and content-policing for deciding the rules of
integration. CIPs can be fixated on different types of solu-
tions like using a controller in Software-Defined Networks
(SDNs) or slice-interface in Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) [16], [17]. CIPs are also responsible for preventing
any isolation as well as avoiding any redundant connectivity
in the network.
B. ABOVE-ROUTING TRANSMISSIONS (ARTS)
Because of dynamic and frequently varying topologies,
ATCNs suffer from the lack of control and require a solution
for integrated network routing [1]. Although it is simpler to
demand such a solution, integration of networks increases
the risks of partitioning as well as broadcast storming that
waste the resources of a network in excessive amount lead-
ing to a complete failure of services. Solutions, like ARTs,
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fit on top of any routing protocol and help in the smooth
operation of integrated network irrespective of the topology
changes or content-availability. ARTs take into account the
situational awareness of the network and use a solution like
the disintegration of addressing protocols for helping to attain
a seamless flow of services. These further include the use of
a dominance procedure, which allows regulating the traffic
from the layer or subnetwork operating in an upper hier-
archy in the unified ATCNs. For example, terrestrial iso-
lation or network partitioning and broadcast storming can
be prevented by forming access control and authorization
policies with the above-operated drone-networks or HAPS.
In certain scenarios like aeronautical ad hoc formations,
ARTs are attained directly through satellite or command and
control towers on the ground.
C. NODE PLACEMENT AND CONTROL
Placement of nodes and control over their actions are much
crucial from the architectural point of view. An incorrect
positioning of a node and thewrong calculations of waypoints
for drones and HAPS w.r.t. satellite movement can lead to
scenarios with No Line of Sight (NLoS) [18], [19]. Although
there are solutions for handling transmissions in scenarios
with NLoS, it is desirable to prevent such a situation by
efficiently placing each node in the network. ATCNs are the
integrated clouds, thus, control on position and identifying
the likelihood of failure become extremely important for
preventing transmissions losses. Efficient node placement
and control over its transmissions help to prevent issues
related to signal distortion, fading because of atmospheric
conditions or vegetation losses, and even physical and signal
interference [20]–[23]. In addition, from the security point
of view, the position of a node is important to keep safe the
topology of the entire network. Capturing a node which pos-
sesses a maximum context of the network causes its perimeter
to be exposed leading to the threats of different types of cyber
attacks.
D. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY
Mobility management is one of the most critical aspects
to be handled in ATCNs as it results in different types of
variations in the topology. Mobility management is architec-
tural dependent and security of movement is highly crucial
as any loopback connectivity can cause an attacker to gain
access to the involved entities. Node authentication, access
control, and mitigation of handover interference are cru-
cial factors related to mobility management in ATCNs [24].
In addition, signaling overheads, energy-efficiency, and cost
of operations are other factors to control [22]. Use of secure
encoding and modulation procedures can help to secure the
mobility in ATCNs. The secure handover process should
be emphasized to reduce the total transmission time and
the packet loss rate. The excessive key distribution over-
head is also a considerable parameter in ATCNs’ mobility
management.
V. SERVICE ASPECTS OF ATCNS
ATCNs facilitate connectivity between the networks which
may get isolated in the absence of a gateway. With the advent
of ATCNs on the backbone of STINs, different types of ser-
vices, performance issues, and tradeoffs can be managed for
networks which have the capability of working independently
but also possess some architectural issues as discussed below:
A. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Networks supporting 4G- and 5G-enabled devices demand
efficient policies for resource allocation. In ATCNs, resource
allocation is seen as an important paradigm of load bal-
ancing as it helps to efficiently facilitate the nodes which
have sufficient computational capacity for handling incoming
traffic. Resource allocation depends on different factors such
as energy consumption, memory utilization, cost of opera-
tion, detection and processing time, network delays, and the
lifetime of the nodes [25]–[28]. With the integration of dif-
ferent entities, resource allocation becomes more challenging
as issues like scalability, node-authentication, transmission
time and losses become more prominent for taking a deci-
sion. Accessibility, optimization, and process transitions are
other factors which affect resource allocation in ATCNS.
In addition, the hierarchical flow of information and dynamic
topologymake it more complex and tedious to optimally allo-
cate the resources among the intended nodes. Thus, effective
strategies are required which can help to allocate resources
without compromising the accessibility and authorization of
the network nodes.
B. CONTENT-CACHING
Accessing similar services, again and again, requires efficient
storage medium to effectively provide content on-demand.
In case the nodes argue for similar data over and over, and
the content has to be traversed back from its original source,
the performance of the network may degrade and there can be
unintended delays that may result in huge amount of network
failures. Such a situation can be resolved through content-
caching, which helps to support the users with ready-to-
provide requested information at a rapid pace [15]. In ATCNs,
content-caching is required at different layers, however,
to facilitate the operations of a network, two caching servers
can be placed in one zone while the actual network may
have n number of such servers depending on the metrics
like, number of connections supported, energy and memory
requirements, present load, and etc. In the given architecture,
A3C and Ground Content-Caching Center (G3C) are used
as caching servers, which help to facilitate both aerial as
well as terrestrial entities at the same time without involving
themselves in the issues related to mobility management.
To attain a low-complex solution, ATCNs use HAPS for
aerial content caching and use data centers directly connected
to APs for terrestrial content caching. Content-caching and
resource allocation can be together seen as one issue, which
needs a secure and reliable mechanism to handle especially
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looking at the broader performance view of ATCNs. In addi-
tion, factors like joint-bandwidth allocation, per UE (node)
capacity, throughput and average gains over SINR are of
utmost importance [15], [29]. These issues further raise
the bar once seen from the security point of view and
require an effective strategy for achieving reliable and secure
content-caching.
C. CAPACITY, COVERAGE, AND COMPLEXITY
As other general services are concerned, capacity, coverage,
and complexity are three pillars of any type of operations,
which are performed by the ATCNs’ entities. Aerial
components in ATCNs are responsible for enhancing the
coverage of the network while leveraging on the modern
network technologies, whereas terrestrial entities are respon-
sible for mitigating any issue concerning cell overlapping,
large latency or multiple-access interference [30]. Coverage
of a network is often related to capacity and a network
must ensure high capacity along with high coverage. It is a
proven statement that a network with high coverage but low
capacity is of no use as it may result in large delays and
higher overheads [31]–[33]. Capacity and coverage further
require a low-complex solution to accommodate a larger
number of nodes at a low cost. In general, the integra-
tion of aerial and terrestrial networks must result in high
capacity, enhanced coverage, and low-complex transmis-
sions while maintaining the security considerations of the
network.
D. SECURITY-PERFORMANCE TRADEOFFS
A critically secure network may not provide sufficiently high
performance. Strict security policies may result in excessive
overheads which prove to be a burden on the energy and
memory requirements of a network [34]. The management
of tradeoff between the security and performance is still
an open issue and it becomes even bigger when more than
one type of networks are involved in service layoffs. Tech-
nologies like Low-Power Wide-Area Network (LPWAN)
[35], [36], IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area
Networks (6LoWPAN) [37] and Zigbee [38], [39] can be
used for obtaining low-power and energy-efficient solu-
tions especially in the deployment of service gateways
in ATCNs.
Servers operating through these technologies can be
used as gateways and can also help to decide the energy-
efficient policies for secure and reliable content-caching [19].
Furthermore, solutions in terms of algorithmic strate-
gies or software architectures, which can regulate the flow
of services in the network without much dependent on a
single entity, are also required. The developed approach
must ensure that each and every component of ATCN is
utilized for enhancing the Quality of Experience (QoE)
for its users while preserving resources in such way that
the possibilities of attack and network shutdowns due to
traffic capturing and over-consumption of resources are
eradicated.
VI. A MULTI-LAYER SECURITY AND RELIABILITY
MECHANISM: COG-CHAIN
This article introduces a novel cog-chain concept which is
inspired by the mechanical ‘‘Cogs’’, ‘‘Chains’’ and rules of
‘‘Blockchain’’ technology, however in a different context and
application. A network operating with the principles of cog-
chains can have main chains and multiple sub-chains, how-
ever, cog-chain1 uses all its chains for security and reliability
of the system. Further, there is no broadcasting and content
sharing is done through CCCP which makes it more reliable
and controllable. In addition, cog-chains provide solutions for
feedback, control and policing, which are difficult to attain
through a normal blockchain process. The proposed cog-
chain technology introduces a newmechanism formulti-layer
security and reliability, especially for integrated systems such
as ATCNs, as shown in Fig. 2.
A. COG-CHAIN: FORMATION AND COMPONENTS
The Cog-chains comprises the N number of cogs each repre-
senting an entity of the network with a K number of chains
between them. Each layer can have the M number of cogs
out of which M ′ can be operated as a common cog between
two or more cogs. The formation of cog-chain is dominated
by the number of chains operating over each cog. These
chains are the virtual path of connectivity between the actual
entities in the network and a chain exists between the cogs
(entities) if there is a high likelihood of the existence of a
transmission path between the entities. Unlike mechanical
cogs, the assumption can bemade that each cog can havemul-
tiple chains each representing a different role in the system.
Following rules help to clarify the formation of cog-chain:
• Number of chains: The number of chains helps to decide
on the number of policies required to manage the net-
work. If the network is based on a single property,
the number of chains follows 1 ≤ K ≤
(
M(M−1)
2
)
,
and follows (L + 1) ≤ K ≤
(
L.M(M−1)2 +
L∑
i=1
Mi
)
for
L-layered system. For the R number of properties, each
entity in the above governing conditions is multiplied
with R, which denotes the additional chains on each cog
(entity) in the network.
• Chain-formations: Cog-chain is governed by rules,
which form the virtual chain between the cogs and help
to form a security and reliability-based decision-support
system which takes into account the present condition of
the network.
– Timing-controlled chains: When the number of
properties in a network is controlled by time and the
chains appear or disappear through time-stamping,
the type of chains is timing-controlled. Such chains
facilitate connectivity with other cogs once a partic-
ular checkpoint is attained in the periodicity of the
system.
1Cog and node are having a similar meaning in this article.
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FIGURE 2. A detailed functional illustration of the proposed cog-chain concept for multi-layer security and reliable transmission in
hierarchical networks.
– Event-controlled chains: When the number of prop-
erties in a network is controlled by the occurrence
of an event and the chains appear or disappear
through event marking, the type of chains is event-
controlled. Various events that control the cog-chain
can include a failure of a node, introduction of
new rules, failures in security validations, excessive
load, etc.
In addition to these, sub-classification can also be done
on the formation of chains through sub-properties like
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flow control, access management; however, such a clas-
sification is beyond the scope of this article.
B. TYPES OF CONNECTIONS
The cog chaining helps to perform transmissions by autho-
rizing each entity in the network and defining connections for
access control and management. Based on the type of linking,
the chaining process can be classified into following types2:
• Direct chaining: When two or more cogs have a direct
connectivity between them and their transmissions are
followed by simple handshakes, the type of chaining is
termed as direct chaining.
• Indirect chaining: When two or more cogs depend on
each other, but there is no direct chain between them due
to a difference in types of properties, the type of chaining
is termed as indirect chaining.
• Dependent chaining: When a cog operate as an interme-
diate between the two cogs while leveraging the services
of other cogs, the type of chaining is termed as depen-
dent chaining.
C. SELECTION OF TRANSPORTERS AND TUNNELING
The chains are the mode of transmissions, but these are
virtual, thus, it becomes important to decide the components
which will act as a transporter in the developed cog-chain
system and tunneling can be used for connecting entities
while enhancing the privacy of network. In general cog-chain,
a transporter’s role can be played by a process, function, base
stations, servers, or gateways with multiple chains for a dif-
ferent set of incoming and outgoing requests. The inclusion of
proxy servers can also help to disguise the active transporters
in the network and can prevent the flow of information.
D. POLICIES AND PROCESS
Mode of operations is governed by the policies defined for
connectivity between the cogs. Different solutions can be
opted to decide the links between the cogs such as optimiza-
tion principles [40], threshold procedures, fuzzy-rules [41],
mobility protocols [42], and even architectural dependencies
can be used for governing the policies in cog-chains. The pro-
cesses available in cog-chains are divided into the following
three categories:
• Feedback: This helps to operate the network while
improving on the issues listed by the cogs. Feedbacks are
obtained through logs based on the operations of each
entity.
• Control: This helps to manage the policies which help
to prevent any mismanagement of cogs, threat analysis,
and introduces checks on the information-flow across
the network.
• Coordination: This helps to define policies on how and
on what basis two or more cogs collaborate. It also
2The type of chains helps to understand the path to be followed by the
entities while authorizing each other for a possession of their services.
decides the common properties for combining cogs
while generating a desirable output.
E. SECURITY AND RELIABILITY LAYERING
Cog-chain is responsible formanaging security and reliability
in a multi-layer network by defining policies for each cog.
As stated earlier, each cog operates on a particular property
and failure to support it helps to define reasons for an entity
to deny connectivity. Cog-chain allows low-complex security
and reliability verification by simple matching of operational
rules. It also uses feedback, control and coordination poli-
cies to validate the entire network. For security, only those
entities which possess similar property-interest and levels
of security and reliability are authorized for connections.
Sub-entities, which depend on the authentication of other
major entities, are allowed to participate through dependent
chaining. Entities which have a high risk of vulnerability,
but are crucial to operating, are always connected through
indirect mapping. The authentication through an Authenti-
cation Server (AS) is done by direct chaining, while the
protocol for mutual communication is specific to the appli-
cation and the scenario. The number of sub-cogs decides the
level of security and reliability to be satisfied by each entity
before possessing the virtual chain for participation. Only
those entities, which satisfy the laid requirements with other
entities, as well as the AS, are allowed to transmit leading
a way to the formation of a secure and reliable network.
Errors and unmatched policies help to maintain logs which
are used for verification and validation procedures.3 Once
the nodes are authorized and pass the security requirements
of the AS, the network is capable of operating towards the
secure and reliable resource allocation and content caching
in ATCNs.
VII. COG-CHAIN BASED RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND
CONTENT CACHING IN ATCNS
A3C and G3C are responsible for managing activities related
to caching whereas resource allocation is done by any entity
which possesses more chains in a given layer of the network.4
Resource allocation is performed based on current-demands
of the network and usually, the load is considered as an
observable entity which can be shared amongst the nodes.
In the given system, the nodes with more number of requests
are offloaded with priority provided they have a minimum
number of direct mappings. In addition, the load on the cogs
with a maximum number of sub-cogs must be minimum,
which is similar to making lesser requests to a server with a
maximum degree of connectivity as it serves as an important
point in connecting the nodes, especially in a multi-layer
setup. Further, the cogs with multiple sub-cogs should be
allocated load in an ascending order to allow resource sharing
at limited security controls.
3The details on the verification and validation procedures are beyond the
scope of this article and will be presented in future reports.
4Aerial CCS is observed through HAPS as these systems provide a fixed
location which is key in the identification of a dynamic caching server.
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FIGURE 3. An illustration of detailed procedures of the proposed resource allocation and content caching through
cog-chain. The figure shows communication between a UE and the node-A which operates with other node-B to check for
resources and share the load to facilitate requests from incoming UE. This helps to manage excessive load in the network.
Next, the three process policies and processes are demonstrated, which show how the fetch and feed modes are used for
secure and reliable resource allocation and content caching.
If the security policies are increased, the load is allocated
by following a dependent chaining and the content is shared
with the cogs that already satisfied the security and reliability
levels. In the absence of such a cog, the dominating cog,
that first satisfies the security levels wins and is selected for
transfers and load allocation.
It is recommended to have pre-fixed security levels with
the A3C and G3C to ensure that there is no overhead while
communicating with the Content-Caching Server (CCS). The
content caching is performed over resource allocation by
using cog-chains through following procedures:
• The content from the aerial network which is frequently
requested by the UEs and aeronautical ad hoc users
are available at both A3C and G3C depending on the
lifetime of the requests.
• Once the network entities ensure the formation of a
cog-chain, they also form a virtual chain with the CCS.
If the policies are confirmed, caching is allowed and
the requests for caching are submitted in feed and fetch
mode. The feed mode is between the A3C and G3C in
which the load is distributed on the basis of requesting
entity. The frequent pages requested by the aerial nodes
on aeronautical setup are fed to A3C and similar is
performed for G3C to accommodate the requests coming
from both drone-enabled as well as terrestrial setups.
The fetch mode is for A3C and G3C to automatically
update their history and logs while consistently checking
the requests of their operational layer.
• Note that A3C and G3C also maintain cache as per their
layered module and keep a record by making another
cog-chain while supporting CCS through cog size. Here,
cog size refers to the memory slots available at a cog for
each chain. The chain for caching can be the connec-
tion or a particular application.
Content-caching through cog-chain helps to attain near
user or edge-enabled caching which can considerably
improve the performance of a network without compromising
the security andmaintaining the reliability of connections. All
these details are provided through an easy to follow demon-
stration in Fig. 3, and the flow-chart depicting its procedures
is presented in Fig. 4. Cog-chain is easier to implement and
offers lightweight facilities for procedures related to authenti-
cation, access control, and authorization. Most of the devices
in the network are considered to have a pre-established cog-
chain at least with AS. This helps to easily accommodate
requests from incoming entities without any further authen-
tication. However, work is still needed in this direction and
solutions are required to establish the core-security concepts,
like mutual authentication, channel secrecy, and pre-shared
keys, for cogs in cog-chain. For reliable and secure resource
allocation and content-caching, it is required that a system
must protect its feed and fetch operations. To do this, a cog-
chain communication protocol (CCCP) is proposed in Fig. 5.
This protocol is demonstrated for feedmode to cache contents
between G3C and A3C. Similar operations can be extended
to fit in the fetch mode as well. The details of this protocol
are as follows:
• It is assumed that the initial principles of cog-chain
ensure the formation of a secure channel between the
G3C and AP, and between the BS (AS) and A3C.
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FIGURE 4. Cog-chain formation flow chart. The overall approach is demonstrated through the flowchart, which helps to
understand the steps to be followed for facilitating cog-chains for secure and reliable content-sharing.
The crucial entities AP and BS have a pre-shared key
KAP−BS to secure their communication. Each cog-chain
formed between these entities are marked with pseudo-
ID as CID1, CID2 and CID3. In order to mark the level of
security guaranteed by these cog-chains as per the initial
definition and principles, these IDs can be marked as
CIDR1 , where R helps to determine the number of fea-
tures. In such a case, cogs which possess similar R or its
requested property can communicate while others have
to build a virtual chain for communication. The channel
security for each property is assumed through Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES), while message protection
is performed through a Hash Message Authentication
Code (HMAC).
• Once the initial steps are finalized, and G3C has content
to feed to A3C, it sends the (REQ_TO_FEED, A3C)
message to AP, which asks for a presence of A3C in the
nearby hierarchy to BS by using (CONF_VERIF_REQ,
A3C) message.
• BS checks the database and sends the availability
message to AP (AVAILABLE(NA3C , ID1,CID3), which
includes the network ID of A3C, a pseudo ID to be
used for A3C, and the cog-chain ID between the BS
and A3C. Note that CID3 can further be divided into
multiple routes, but the involved entities are unsure of
such division, which helps to maintain the anonymity of
the node as well as its route. Next, BS sends a READY
message to A3C containing its pseudo ID (ID1) and time
stamp T0. In addition, AP sends the confirmation mes-
sage to G3C (CONFIRM_A3C, ID1, SK1, ID2,CID3),
which includes a shared key generated through KAP−BS ,
which helps to secure messages through HMAC opera-
tions. The message also contains the pseudo-ID of G3C
and cog-chain details.
• Following this, AP sends the shared key to A3C along
with details of the pseudo ID of transmitting G3C, which
begins establishing the path through a decision message
which is encrypted with a new timestamp. The message
is decrypted at the A3C and verified for its content. Once
verified, A3C also shares its decision on chaining and
sends a similar message to G3C by using encryption.
On approval, a virtual cog-chain is established between
the two entities which are used for content-caching until
the difference of time-stamps.
The CCCP can be operated for longer duration without
re-establishing the virtual cog-chain by using Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), such as sending a Diffie-Hellman key
in the decision to establish a long-term security between
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FIGURE 5. Cog-chain communication protocol for A3C and G3C content caching via Feed mode.
the servers. However, such an operation is computationally
expensive, and given the fact that A3C can be a dynamic node,
the availability of CCS becomes a challenge for such (PKI)
operations.
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The proposed cog-chain for ATCN ensures reliable and
secure resource allocation and content caching. However,
to evaluate the performance-security tradeoff, a simulation
study is presented in two parts. The first part analyzes the sig-
naling overheads, computational time complexity, and relia-
bility of forming a cog-chain and enabling communications in
feed and fetch modes of the proposed approach. The second
part compares the proposed approach with the general opera-
tive blockchain model and sequential-verification model with
a variation in the number of layers when applied to ATCNs.
The details of the parameters used in the evaluations are given
in Table 2.
A. EVALUATION: PART I (NUMERICAL OBSERVATIONS)
The main task is to set up the cog-chain to start the proce-
dures of secure and reliable resource allocation and content
caching. The signaling overheads (Os) are evaluated by using
TABLE 2. Parameter Configurations.
model from [43] and calculated as H×Q
τ
+ (H−1)×Q
τ
+
(A−1)×(H′)×Q
τ
and H×Q
τ
+ (A−1)×(H′)×Q
τ
for feed and
fetch modes, respectively. The value for hops (H) is set
at 10 between G3C and AP, H′ at 1 between AP and BS,
and at 10 between BS and A3C; message size (Q) is set at
66 bytes, and number of addresses (A) and stay time (τ )
varies w.r.t. involved entities. The results, as shown in Fig. 6,
present that feed mode causes 45.2% more overheads as the
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FIGURE 6. Signaling overheads vs. stay time of an aerial node.
FIGURE 7. Computational time complexity vs. average evaluation time of
encryption/decryption messages.
initiations are host-based compared with the fetch mode,
which operates with a minimum signaling overhead
of 30.36 and a maximum of 303.6 bytes*hops/sec with a
varying stay time.
The computational time complexity is calculated as∑P
i=1 (H.T .J )i + τLoS + τE−D, where P is the number
of passes, which include, PG3C−AP, PG3C−BS , PG3C−A3C ,
PAP−BS , PAP−A3C and PBS−A3C ; T is signaling time, which
is set at 5 ms for all passes, J is the number of messages
(incoming/outgoing messages in CCCP) between the passes,
τLoS is the time to acquire LoS and is set at 10 ms, and τE−D
is the evaluation time including encryption and decryption
processes and is varied to check the performance as shown
in Fig. 7. The results show that the feed mode takes 50.5%
more time to establish a cog-chain compared with the fetch
mode, which operates in a range between 186 ms and 195 ms
for a varying τE−D. The results in Fig. 8 help to understand
the reliability of connectivity for cog-chain in both feed and
fetch modes, where reliability is calculated as τ×ψr1+(τ−1)ψr and
ψr is the reliability coefficient equal to HH−1 (1 − 1(1+HQOs ) ).
The results suggest that the stay time of the aerial vehicle
impacts the reliability and it increases as an aerial node stays
for a longer duration in a particular zone.
FIGURE 8. Reliability of operations for the cog-chain in feed and fetch
mode vs. stay time of an aerial node.
B. EVALUATION: PART II (SYSTEM-LEVEL OBSERVATIONS)
The proposed approach relies on the combination of security
solutions, which form the levels of the cog-chain and help to
attain secure and reliable content-caching as well as resource
allocation. The reliability is traceable from the earlier eval-
uations in Fig. 8. However, it is difficult to simulate the
security as the adversaries in real time cannot be replicated to
a system-level environment. Thus, to show the impact of the
proposed solution, it is compared with the general blockchain
operations and sequential-verificationmodel between the two
nodes. The observations are presented for the operational
time and the impact of signaling time on the overall perfor-
mance of the system. It is to be noted that in the cog-chain,
the number of levels and the underlying protocols for mutual
authentication and another layered phenomenon decide the
performance of the network. In the blockchain-based network
formation, the two nodes roughly consume 2.5 minutes to
10 minutes of timing cycles to accommodate a secure trans-
action between them as available in [44]. Although, there
is no crisp system to detect its actual cost of operation, for
ATCNs it is expected to increase because the stay time of
a node is very less in a particular zone and probability of
connectivity between aerial nodes after this much time is
negligible. On the contrary, the cog-chain uses CCCP for
connecting entities, and thus, the overall cost is the sum of
timings utilized for mutual authentication and CCCP opera-
tions. In the result evaluations, Elliptical Curve Digital Sig-
nature Algorithm (ECDSA) is used for mutual authentication
with a timing of 3180 ms [45]. In the case of sequential-
verification, once the initial connection is established, the cost
of operations is calculated as a sum of cycles consumed
for each layer, which is usually very high compared to the
cog-chain. The results for operational cost can be followed
in Table 3.
Security procedures do affect the performance of a system.
However, with the inclusion of proper steps, the performance
of the system can be balanced and the network can be
operated in a much reliable environment. To understand the
feasibility and performance of the proposed cog-chain model,
the comparisons of resource allocation growth are presented
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TABLE 3. Operational cost (ms) comparison of cog-chain, sequential-verification and blockchain for communications between two nodes.
FIGURE 9. Resource allocation growth at 1% request handling rate vs.
stay time of an aerial node for cog-chain and sequential-verification
method. A: Cog-chain at lower feed time, B: Cog-chain at higher feed
time, C: Cog-chain at lower fetch time, D: Cog-chain at higher fetch time,
E: Sequential at lower feed time, F: Sequential at higher feed time,
G: Sequential at lower fetch time, H: Sequential at higher fetch time.
FIGURE 10. Resource allocation growth at 2% request handling rate vs.
stay time of an aerial node for cog-chain and sequential-verification
method. A: Cog-chain at lower feed time, B: Cog-chain at higher feed
time, C: Cog-chain at lower fetch time, D: Cog-chain at higher fetch time,
E: Sequential at lower feed time, F: Sequential at higher feed time,
G: Sequential at lower fetch time, H: Sequential at higher fetch time.
with the sequential-verification model, which operates sim-
ilar to cog-chain, but without any multi-hierarchal support
for security features. This resource allocation growth (fol-
lowing the exponential growth [46] principle) is calculated
as α0 (1 + η)Tuseful , where α0 is the initial resource value,
η is the request handling rate and Tuseful is the useful time
which is consumed for handling requests. It is calculated as
a difference of the stay time and the algorithmic procedures
of the respective approach. The results for resource allocation
growth at 1%, 2%, and 3% request handling rate are shown
in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, and Fig. 11, respectively. The average
comparisons of these observations can be further studied
in Fig. 12.
FIGURE 11. Resource allocation growth at 3% request handling rate vs.
stay time of an aerial node for cog-chain and sequential-verification
method. A: Cog-chain at lower feed time, B: Cog-chain at higher feed
time, C: Cog-chain at lower fetch time, D: Cog-chain at higher fetch time,
E: Sequential at lower feed time, F: Sequential at higher feed time,
G: Sequential at lower fetch time, H: Sequential at higher fetch time.
FIGURE 12. Average resource allocation growth comparison between the
cog-chain and the sequential method vs. request handling rate for
different timings of feed and fetch operations.
These results suggest that the lower fetch operation time
offers better resource allocation than the feed operations,
and collectively both these operations provide better resource
allocation growth in comparison with the sequential- verifi-
cation model. These results suggest that with the use of the
cog-chain model, the resource allocation growth in ATCNs
can be improved by 27.64% and 26.73% through only fetch
and feed mode, respectively; and collectively the resource
allocation growth improves by 27.17%, as shown in Fig. 12.
Furthermore, it is to be noted that the general operations
in blockchain consume sufficiently high time and no aerial
node (unless configured rotor-wing) is expected to stay at
a location for such a duration, which makes it unsuitable
for ATCNs. However, with advanced topological solutions,
blockchains can also be accommodated; but such verification
is beyond the scope of this article.
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FIGURE 13. Related technologies, comparison and key enablers for cog-chain networks.
From these results and discussions, it can be evidently
concluded that the cog-chain offers a variety of hierarchi-
cal security solutions while establishing reliable connections
which can be applied to a large variety of problems related
to distributed networks. However, the work is yet in its ini-
tial phase and the solutions are to be thoroughly analyzed
while leveraging on the latest technologies for real-time
evaluations.
IX. RELATED TECHNOLOGIES AND OPEN ISSUES
Cog-chain can be related to solutions like blockchain [47],
tangle [48], etc., on the basis of their role and type of solu-
tions obtained from them, as shown in Fig. 13. Cog-chain is
suitable for network operating at low and budgeted resources
by consuming lesser overheads and storage. However, there
are certain issues to be resolved for using cog-chain tech-
nology in much efficient, truly secure and highly reliable
resource allocation and content-caching in ATCNS. These
include,
• Real-time cog chaining: Despite being controlled by
timing slots or an event, there are still some works
required to define policies which can extend the
operations of cog-chain to a real-time scenario. It is a
conceptual work at the moment, which has to be veri-
fied through hardware-deployment, especially ATCNs,
which involves highly dynamic nodes.
• Unified API and Accessibility: This is an open issue for
cog-chains as there is no fixed standard or tool, which
can be deployed for ensuring accessibility to nodes
in ATCNs and there is a need for a unified API, which
can establish cog-chains on-demand.
• Algorithms for Redundant Chain: ATCNs possess nodes
which are mostly mobile and often change their loca-
tions, which may result in redundant chains between
the same entities. Algorithmic solutions are required to
avoid such issues and prevent networks from unneces-
sary computational overheads.
• Group-Authentication: ATCNs can be facilitated
through group authentication for similar kinds of devices
based on their location and operability. At the moment,
such a concept is not considered in the proposed work
and left for our future reports.
• Cog-failures and De-registration: Survivability and scal-
ability are the key components of solutions which aim
to support reliable and secure resource allocation and
content-caching. In addition to the works presented in
this paper, strategies should be developed to prevent
the network from uncertain failures and also provide a
competent solution for de-registration of virtually build
cog-chains without allowing any information leakage.
X. CONCLUSION
This paper presented cog-chain, a novel paradigm, for
secure and reliable resource allocation and content-caching in
Aerial-Terrestrial Cloud Networks (ATCNs). The proposed
approach was illustrated for its layer-wise security
especially in hierarchical networks and presented with
different sets of ideologies for achieving a reliable communi-
cation. In addition, various requirements, key concepts, and
issues with ATCNs were also presented along with basic
concepts to establish cog-chain in the networks. Feed and
fetch modes were used depending on the involved entities
and caching servers. A novel Cog-Chain Communication
Protocol (CCCP) was also presented which helps to evaluate
the formation of a virtual cog-chain between the nodes and
the content servers.
The numerical analysis and system-based evaluations were
used to prove the effectiveness of the proposed model. The
results show that the proposed approach operates with a
minimum signaling overhead of 30.36 bytes*hops/sec and a
maximum of 303.6 bytes*hops/sec with the formation time
between 186 and 195 ms. The overall time consumption
is 83.33% lower than the sequential-verification model and
the resource allocation growth is 27.17% better than the
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sequential-verification model, where fetch and feed modes
improve it by 27.64% and 26.73%, respectively. These results
show that the cog-chain possesses the ability to secure
the processes associated with the resource allocation and
can offer reliable content-caching with lower overheads and
lesser computational complexity. Additionally, the technol-
ogy comparisons and its core-ideology suggest that the cog-
chain can be used in resolving different problems associated
with the hierarchical and integrated networks.
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